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Dragon Poems
CHOSEN BY JOHN FOSTER 
ILLUSTRATED BY KORKY PAUL

A scorching selection of rhymes and verse!

If you think you know dragons, then think again. In this 
fabulous collection of poems you’ll meet baby dragons, pet 
dragons, dragons for sale, and dragons at school. And if you’re 
after dragons that are the stuff of myths and legends, then 
they’re here too!

• Dragons are perennially popular, providing an exciting hook 
for introducing children to poetry at home or at school. 

• A great combination of a well-known author and  
award-winning artist. 

• Great new format and longer extent, this is a poetry book  
to fire up the imagination!

AGE 5+ • NEW EDITION

216x165mm • 64 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276749-3 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Fantastic Football Poems
P/b 978-0-19-276747-9
Dinosaur Poems
P/b 978-0-19-276748-6
Coming May 2019. See page 38

AGE

5+

Take a look at our full list of 
titles in our stocklist catalogue.

Email  
tradepublicity.uk@oup.com  

for yours.

www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk
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We're passionate about helping every child 
to love reading and learning. That's why  
we work with all these fabulous authors and 
illustrators to create the wonderful stories, 
dictionaries and learning resources you  
will find here.

What’s new in this catalogue?

•  All the books are ordered by month  
of publication

•  Within each month, they are ordered  
by age

•  A new visual calendar for a quick  
‘at a glance’ guide

We hope you like it!

The Oxford Children’s Team

PUBLISHING
CALENDAR 58

Illustration © Sarah McIntyre, from The Legend of Kevin: A Roly-Poly Flying Pony Adventure
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AGE

7+Night Zookeeper:  
The Penguins of Igloo City 
WRITTEN BY JOSHUA DAVIDSON
ILLUSTRATED BY BUZZ BURMAN

Welcome to the world of the Night Zoo . . .

When Will accidentally creates a mysterious portal during a trip to the 
zoo, he’s transported into the world of the Night Zoo, and thrust into an 
incredible adventure. 

Joined by his friends, Sam and Riya, Will journeys through a new portal 
and arrives within the high walls of Igloo City. It is an eerie ice town where 
penguins follow the strict rules put in place by their leader, Circles the owl. 
Circles is determined to stamp out any rule breakers and wants Will to track 
down a group of rebels, but is it the right thing to do? 

• An epic world filled with amazing magical creatures—meet Sam the 
spying giraffe, Circles the owl, and Professor Penguin. 

• Three brave heroes, Will, his friend Riya, and Sam the spying giraffe, are 
up against the fearsome Voids—an army of robot spiders.

• From the creators of NightZookeeper.com: a website that inspires 
creativity and engages children with a magical story.

AGE 7+ • NEW

198x129mm • 192 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276407-2 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

Night Zookeeper: 
The Giraffes of 
Whispering Wood
P/b 978-0-19-276405-8
Night Zookeeper: The 
Lioness of Fire Desert
P/b 978-0-19-276406-5

‘A delightfully 
original and 

amusing story, 
with characters 

who feel 
contemporary in a 
classic adventure 

setting.’
BOOKTRUST ON NIGHT 

ZOOKEEPER: THE GIRAFFES 
OF WHISPERING WOOD
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Ready to Rescue:  
Bramble the Hedgehog
WRITTEN BY JANE CLARKE

Dr KittyCat is always ready with her furry first aid!

Bramble the hedgehog has a wobbly tooth. But when he eats lots of sweets 
and goes on lots of rides at the funfair his tummy feels wobbly too. Dr 
KittyCat and Peanut the mouse come to the rescue to soothe Bramble’s 
tummy ache and help him lose his wobbly tooth the healthy way.

• Great concept—combines the appeal of cute, furry animals with the 
fascinating detail that only a medical crisis can provide.

• Unique visual package that uses a mix of photography and 
hand-drawn elements.

• Presents real and informative first-aid scenarios.

AGE

5+

ALSO AVAILABLE

Posy the Puppy
P/b 978-0-19-273994-0
Clover the Bunny
P/b 978-0-19-274278-0
Daisy the Kitten
P/b 978-0-19-274333-6 
Willow the Duckling
P/b 978-0-19-274335-0 
Nutmeg the Guinea Pig
P/b 978-0-19-274614-6
Pumpkin the Hamster
P/b 978-0-19-274612-2
Logan the Puppy
P/b 978-0-19-276598-7
Peanut the Mouse
P/b 978-0-19-276599-4
Ginger the Kitten
P/b 978-0-19-276600-7

AGE 5+ • NEW

185x129mm • 96 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276601-4 £5.99
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Y The Girl with  
the Shark’s Teeth
WRITTEN BY CERRIE BURNELL 
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
SANDRA DIECKMANN

Can a girl who is lost on land 

find herself in the Wild Deep?

Minnow has grown up on a boat, hearing stories 
about a strange, enchanted ocean called the 
Wild Deep. 

Now, with her mother missing, and questions 
to be answered, Minnow must make the 
dangerous journey to a hidden world where 
fairytales become reality. 

The answers lie in the Wild Deep. 

• Set sail for adventure on a rescue mission 
across oceans and deep beneath the waves. 

• Beautifully written stand-alone fiction, perfect 
for fans of Kiran Millwood Hargrave. 

• An exploration of a  
richly detailed fantasy world. 

AGE

9+

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 240 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276754-7 £6.99

Cerrie 
Burnell
is an actress, 

singer, playwright, 
children’s author, 

and television 
presenter. She has 
a high profile on 
TV, in children’s 
publishing, and 

across social 
media. Her positive 

and engaging 
attitude across 
all platforms is 

incredibly inspiring 
for readers 

young and old.

1

Chapter One
T H E  M O O N L I T  M A P

Minnow lay just beneath the surface, still as driftwood, 

counting the seconds as she held her breath. Her heart 

thudded in her ears, fierce as thunder, and she balled her 

fists to stop herself moving. The still waters of Brighton 

Marina weren’t ideal for hiding in, but at least the dark 

would help her keep out of sight. Minnow loved the 

silver-dark of a starry sea, where she could dive through 

the waves unhindered. Or the night horizon beyond the 

twinkly pier, where the indigo tides felt like freedom. 

Even the evening Marina was cool and familiar to her. 

But the far down, deep, dark made Minnow fearful. 

That place in seemingly bottomless oceans where the 

light is lost and the water swirls like inky gloom. It was 

that thick, breathless dark Minnow dreaded: the dark 

where the beast lived. The beast was a silent watery 

creature that swam through Minnow’s dreams. Many 

276754_GIRL_SHARKS_TEETH_PAGES_REV.indd   6-1

27/07/2018   09:19
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Y Read with Oxford
An exciting range of levelled readers for children aged 3–8

Go on a space adventure 
with the Teeny Tiny Aliens, 
read about a chicken 
with an unusual taste for 
chocolate and meet the 
girl whose feet won’t stop 
dancing!

Books with short chapters 
are a great way for children 
who are becoming 
independent readers to 
extend reading stamina and 
progress to the next step of 
their reading journey.  
These carefully levelled 
Read with Oxford Stage 6 
books have short chapters, 
engaging stories and 
humorous illustrations.

• Fun quizzes and activity 
ideas to enjoy in every 
book. 

• Tips for parents to help 
support their child’s 
growing reading 
confidence.

• Online advice, free eBooks 
and fun activities from 
Oxford Owl.

STAGE 6 • NEW

210x148mm • 48/64 pages
P/b £4.99

Progress with Oxford
Make progress fun!

• Perfect for supporting children’s progress in  
English and maths at home as activities precisely 
match school learning and expectations.

• Packed with fun characters, reward stickers and 
engaging activities to keep learning fun.

• Rewards and captures progress.

• Books that can be completed by 
children with minimal supervision.

AGE 5–7 • NEW

297x210mm • 32 pages
P/b £3.99

ENGLISH

1 TITLE

2 TITLES

MATHS

2 TITLES

3 TITLES 

There are six colour-coded  

Read with Oxford Stages to 

make finding the right book for a 

child simple. Find out more at 

oxfordowl.co.uk/home

AGE

5–7

Chapter books
new titles for  
JANUARY 

 2019

6

Find out more about 

the full Progress with 

Oxford range at 

oxfordowl.co.uk/home

new titles for  
JANUARY 

 2019

8

A
G

E
 5

–6

Key  
Stage 1

A
G

E
 6

–7

Key  
Stage 1

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.
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the Vampire Mites
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY TONY DE SAULLES

An un-bee-lievable series about an unlikely superhero, 

highly-illustrated in striking black and yellow! 

Half BEE. Half BOY. Melvin Meadly is . . . BEE BOY! He has clashed 
with queen bees and defeated deadly Zombees, but in Curse of 
the Vampire Mites Mel faces his biggest challenge yet. All over 
the planet, plagues of bloodsucking mites are infesting hives and 
wiping out entire colonies. It’s up to Mel to protect his beloved 
bees from attack, but he has more than just mites to worry about 
when beekeepers start to mysteriously disappear . . .

• The first full-length fiction series from Tony De Saulles, the 
illustrator of the bestselling Horrible Science series. 

• This action-packed adventure story is brought to life with 
stunning black and yellow illustrations. 

• Celebrating our planet’s ultimate superheroes—bees! Filled 
with fun facts, expertly woven into the story.

AGE

7+
AGE

2+This Book Just 
Stole My Cat!
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY RICHARD BYRNE 

Beware—this book is naughty (and also ticklish)!

When Ben is tempting his cat across the page with a fluffy 
mouse, his cat . . . disappears. Then his best friend Bella 
disappears, too. Sniffer dogs and rescue teams can’t help . . .  
When Ben also vanishes, there’s only one person left to 
help: you, the reader! Can you rescue Ben and Bella from the 
naughty book? It’s a ticklish problem. 

• A return for the bestselling picture-book duo, Ben and Bella.

• Familiar—and yet different—fun for readers who enjoyed 
This Book Just Ate My Dog!

• Original, simple, and witty, this high-concept picture book 
plays with the physical attributes of a book to create a real 
page-turner.

ALSO AVAILABLE

This Book Just Ate My Dog!
P/b 978-0-19-273729-8
We’re in the Wrong Book!
P/b 978-0-19-274318-3
This Book is Out of Control!
P/b 978-0-19-274630-6

AGE 2+ 

NEW IN PAPERBACK

245x245mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276713-4 £6.99

‘It’s the bee’s 
knees!’ 

REEVE & MCINTYRE

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Bee Boy: Clash of the 
Killer Queens
P/b 978-0-19-276387-7
Bee Boy: Attack of 
the Zombees
P/b 978-0-19-276389-1

AGE 7+ • NEW

185x129mm • 192 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276391-4 £6.99

48

I follow it outside.
Buzzing in circles, I spot the 

little mite scuttling across the 

roof, towards Mr Johnson’s pots.

Mr Johnson is a friend of 

mine. We help each other – my 

bees pollinate the vegetables he 

grows on the roof and Mr Johnson 

keeps an eye on my hive when 
I’m 

at school.

I track the mite, like a police h
elicopter, 

and gasp when I see where it’s
 heading. 

Nestled among Mr Johnson’s tomato 

plants is 

ANOTHER BEEHIVE!
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Y Me and Mister P: 

Joe’s New World
WRITTEN BY MARIA FARRER
ILLUSTRATED BY DANIEL RIELEY

There are times when only a polar bear will do . . . 

Joe and his parents have moved to a new country, but things take 
a strange turn from the moment they arrive. Not only does Joe’s 
suitcase disappear, but he seems to have ended up with a polar bear 
instead! So much for trying to blend in—not much chance of that with 
Mister P around. 

• Mister P is a funny, caring, larger-than-life character that readers 
will fall in love with.

• A story packed with drama, heart, and laughs, with a brilliantly 
observed relationship between Mister P and Joe.

• With themes of being yourself, empathy, and resilience, this story 
will strike a chord with readers everywhere.

• Appealing package with gorgeous illustrations throughout.

AGE

8+
AGE

7+

AGE 7+ • NEW

198x129mm • 288 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276653-3 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

Me and Mister P
P/b 978-0-19-274421-0
Me and Mister P: Ruby’s Star
P/b 978-0-19-276651-9

PRAISE FOR ME AND MISTER P

‘This book will win the 
hearts of every reader.’

BOOKTRUST

‘He joins Paddington in being the 
world’s most entertaining and 
heart-warming literary bears.‘

THE BOOKBAG

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Demon Headmaster: 
Total Control
P/b 978-0-19-274574-3
The Demon Headmaster
P/b 978-0-19-274576-7
The Demon Headmaster and 
the Prime Minister’s Brain
P/b 978-0-19-275997-9
The Revenge of the 
Demon Headmaster
P/b 978-0-19-275999-3
The Demon Headmaster 
Strikes Again
P/b 978-0-19-276368-6
The Demon Headmaster 
Takes Over
P/b 978-0-19-276370-9
Facing the Demon 
Headmaster
P/b 978-0-19-276372-3

The Demon Headmaster: 
Mortal Danger
WRITTEN BY GILLIAN CROSS

Once you’re under his spell, nowhere is safe . . .

When Lizzie’s school gets a new head teacher everything seems great. 
The pupils are encouraged to do the things they really love, experts are 
brought in to inspire them, and there’s even a competition to win an 
adventure trip of a lifetime. Lizzie and her friends can’t believe their luck!

But then Lizzie hears a voice. A voice strange but familiar. A voice that 
says, ‘I will obey all your instructions.’ And 
that’s when things start to get dangerous . . .

• The Demon Headmaster is back, for a 
new generation.

• Gripping adventure from a well-
respected and award-winning author.

AGE 8+ • NEW

198x129mm • 192 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276606-9 £6.99

First 
book in the new 
series

Best-
selling 

series



“I’m thrilled to be able to share this remarkable book with you. 

It’s a powerful, gripping, emotional story which effortlessly 

includes ideas about women’s rights, immigrants’ rights, global 

connectedness, bravery, standing up for what you believe in, 

family, friendship, and much more. And more than any of this, 

it’s an enormously enjoyable and uplifting read_ and one that 

will inspire its readers to learn, like Henrietta and Semira, to 

embrace the grand adventure that is life.”

Liz Cross, Head of Children’s Publishing
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Thing to Flying
WRITTEN BY GILL LEWIS

Two girls, a century apart. 

Together they’ll find freedom.

When Semira discovers a diary 
written by Hen, a girl living over 
100 years ago, she finds the friend she has 
been desperately seeking. A friend who brings 
not just comfort, but inspiration to be brave, 
to fight for her place in the world, and maybe 
even to uncover the secrets of her own past . . .

• An uplifting story of friendship, 
hope, and finding the courage to 
fight for what you believe in.

• A celebration of the spirit of 
freedom, and a call to never stop 

striving for it, whoever you are.

• Emotionally powerful and gripping from 
the first page to the last.

• Touches on a wide range of topics, 
including the plight of refugees in 
the UK, the origins of the RSPB, and 
women’s suffrage.

AGE 10+ • NEW

198x129mm • 308 pages
P/b 978-0-19-274948-2 £6.99

‘Lewis’s 
confident, 

economical 
prose takes the 
reader up, up 

and away.’
THE TIMES

AGE

10+

ALSO AVAILABLE

Sky Hawk
P/b 978-0-19-275624-4
White Dolphin
P/b 978-0-19-275621-3
Moon Bear
P/b 978-0-19-279354-6

Scarlet Ibis
P/b 978-0-19-279356-0
Gorilla Dawn
P/b 978-0-19-273918-6
Sky Dancer
P/b 978-0-19-274925-3
A Story Like the Wind
H/b 978-0-19-275895-8
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WRITTEN BY WENDY MEDDOUR 
ILLUSTRATED BY DANIEL EGNÉUS 

A stunning story about 

hope and friendship

Lubna’s best friend is a pebble. She found it on the 
beach when they arrived in the night. Pebble always 
listens to her stories and always has a comforting 
smile if Lubna feels scared. But one day when a little 
boy, Amir, arrives alone in a world of tents, Lubna 
poignantly understands that he needs Pebble even 
more than she does.

• A story that celebrates the human spirit, set in a 
refugee camp.

• Unforgettable characters that stay with you long 
after the story is over.

• Daniel Egnéus’s artwork is sensitive and 
empathetic while also being artistically skilful.

AGE

2+
AGE

10+

AGE 2+ • NEW

270x230mm • 32 pages
H/b 978-0-19-277194-0 £11.99

River Boy
WRITTEN BY TIM BOWLER

With introduction by bestselling       

author, David Almond

‘A daring, attractive, finely 
written novel, haunted by the 
mysteries of life, love and death.’ 
DAVID ALMOND 

AGE 10+ • NEW EDITION

198x129mm • 192 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276960-2 £6.99

• Stunning new editions 
of award-winning 
stories, now with 
reading notes to help 
readers get even more 
from the books.

• Beautiful and 
contemporary new 
covers that will appeal to 
today’s young readers.

The Kite 
Rider
WRITTEN BY  
GERALDINE 
McCAUGHREAN

‘Geraldine 
McCaughrean 
is one of the 
finest writers for 
children.’ 
KATHERINE RUNDELL 

AGE 10+ • NEW EDITION

198x129mm • 240 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276959-6 £6.99

AGE

10+

Winner 
of the 

Carnegie 
Medal

Winner of  
the Blue Peter 
‘Best Book to 
Keep Forever’ 

Award
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WRITTEN BY RICHARD WARING
ILLUSTRATED BY CAROLINE JAYNE CHURCH

A fox and a hen. One is a dark horse!

A greedy fox who lives up on a hill gazes down at a plump hen. 
He decides to wait for her to fatten up before he sneaks down to 
the farm in search of his meal. When the hen is so big that only 
her enormous head can be seen squeezing out of her coop, the 
skinny, desperate fox runs down the hill to gobble her up. But 
this is a story with a very unexpected ending . . . 

• Picture-book storytelling at its best with great pacing,  
page-turning moments and an unexpected ending with real 
punch that young readers will want to share again and again.

• Strong, graphic illustration from Caroline Jayne Church 
matches this robust story perfectly.

• Great for Easter promotions—
something for when you’re 
feeling peckish but don’t  
fancy chocolate!

The Easter Story
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY BRIAN WILDSMITH

A beautiful gift edition of Brian Wildsmith’s 

enduring Easter classic.

The story of Easter is told here through the eyes of the donkey 
that carried Jesus into Jerusalem. This charming and sensitive 
retelling from Brian Wildsmith, one of our most acclaimed 
children’s authors of the 20th century, is perfect for sharing with 
children. It is presented in a beautiful gift format with stunning 
foil design on a clothbound hardback cover.

• A gloriously presented clothbound special  
edition, a perfect gift for Easter.

• Stunning new cover design.

• Brian Wildsmith’s books have delighted generations of children 
and we are proud to introduce them to new readers.

AGE

2+
AGE

2+
AGE

2+
AGE

2+

AGE 2+ • NEW EDITION

245x245mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276885-8 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

A Christmas Story
H/b 978-0-19-276872-8
The Twelve Days of Christmas
H/b 978-0-19-276874-2

AGE 2+ • NEW EDITION

190x152mm • 32 pages
H/b 978-0-19-276873-5 £7.99



Winnie and Wilbur: 
Spectacular Spells
Three magical Winnie and 

Wilbur adventures in one!

Here are some of Winnie’s most 
ambitious spells! With a wave 
of her magic wand, she creates 
a birthday celebration like no 
other, she brings a dinosaur back 
from prehistoric times, and she 
turns Wilbur into the bravest of 
knights! 

AGE 2+ • NEW

279x214mm • 80 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276888-9 £10.99
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H Cyril the Lonely Cloud
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY TIM HOPGOOD 

A beautiful book celebrating the natural world 

No one is ever pleased to see Cyril the cloud. He’s always being 
blamed for ruining everyone’s fun: casting shadows over 
everywhere he goes, and making things look dull and miserable. 
So, one day, Cyril drifts far, far away in search of a friendly face . . . 

Eventually he arrives in a new land whose ground is baking hot. 
Here everyone welcomes the shade Cyril gives. This makes Cyril 
so happy that he cries big glorious tears of joy. And his tears 
soak the land and everything seems to smile . . . which is all that 
Cyril ever wanted!

• Follow the journey of a little cloud in his quest to bring 
happiness to the world.

• Lavishly illustrated by award-winning illustrator Tim 
Hopgood. 

• Beautiful artwork that shows the diversity of the natural world. 

• Brimming with joy and optimism, Tim Hopgood’s books are 
the perfect gift for all ages. 

Winnie and Wilbur
WRITTEN BY VALERIE THOMAS
ILLUSTRATED BY KORKY PAUL

AGE

2+

Winnie and Wilbur: The Monster Mystery
The most puzzling Winnie and Wilbur adventure ever!

When Winnie and Wilbur see some 
unexplained footprints going right 
across their garden, they want to know 
who has made them. They think they 
might find the answer in the deep, dark 
forest that surrounds their home. But 
exploring the forest isn’t easy, especially 
when Winnie and Wilbur get separated. 
And will it help them untangle the 
mystery of the monster-sized footprints? 

AGE 2+ • NEW IN PAPERBACK

279x214mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276694-6 £6.99
P/b + CD 978-0-19-276695-3 £8.99 inc VAT

AGE 2+ • NEW

270x230mm • 32 pages
H/b 978-0-19-276758-5 £11.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

What a Wonderful World
P/b + CD 978-0-19-273691-8
Walking in a Winter 
Wonderland
P/b + CD 978-0-19-274377-0
Singing in the Rain
P/b + CD 978-0-19-274637-5
Moon River
H/b + CD 978-0-19-274639-9

AGE

2+

Over
9

MILLION
copies sold

www.winnieandwilbur.com
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Has a Sleepover
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED  
BY HARRIET MUNCASTER

Half vampire, half fairy, totally unique!

Isadora Moon is special because she’s different. Her mum is a 
fairy and her dad is a vampire and she’s a bit of both. 

When Isadora is invited to stay at her friend Zoe’s house she’s so 
excited—she hasn’t been to a sleepover before! And with cakes 
to bake, a midnight feast to eat, and endless magical giggles to 
share, they’ll just have to stay up all night to fit it all in.

• A totally unique heroine with an out-of-this-world family. 

• Beautifully illustrated in two colour, a charming and funny 
series of first chapter books.

• Perfect for readers who like their magic and 
sparkle with a bit of a bite. 

www.isadoramoon.com

ALSO AVAILABLE

Isadora Moon Goes to School
P/b 978-0-19-274431-9 
Isadora Moon Goes Camping
P/b 978-0-19-274433-3
Isadora Moon Goes to the Ballet
P/b 978-0-19-274437-1
Isadora Moon Has a Birthday
P/b 978-0-19-274435-7

AGE 5+ • NEW

185x129mm • 128 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276711-0 £5.99

OVER

100,000
COPIES  
SOLD IN  
THE UK

AGE

5+ ‘Harriet Muncaster 
has created 
an original 

and endearing 
character who 

effortlessly 
challenges the 

notion that little 
people belong 

in boxes.’
PRIMARY TIMES

‘The most  
lovable vampire  

ever created.’
THE GUARDIAN

Isadora Moon Gets in Trouble
P/b 978-0-19-275851-4
Isadora Moon Goes on a School Trip
P/b 978-0-19-275853-8
Isadora Moon Goes to the Fair
P/b 978-0-19-276710-3
Isadora Moon Makes Winter Magic
H/b 978-0-19-276868-1
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of Birds: The Missing 
Fairy-Wrens
WRITTEN BY ANNE BOOTH
ILLUSTRATED BY ROSIE BUTCHER

Magic awaits in this spellbinding book for young readers.

Spring is in the air, the flowers are blooming, and Maya is excited 
to meet the tiny fairy-wrens in the Magical Kingdom of Birds. But 
something’s wrong: half of the birds have gone missing. Can this be 
another of Lord Astor’s evil plans? And can Maya and her friends stop 
him before it’s too late?

• Packed with beautiful illustrations, information on the real birds 
that inspired the story, fun things to make and do, and a 
special colouring page!

• A magical series celebrating the natural world, focusing 
on the amazing diversity within the world of birds.

• Beautiful black and white artwork from Rosie Butcher 
paired with wonderful stories from author Anne Booth.

AGE

9+
AGE

6+

AGE 6+ • NEW

198x129mm • 160 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276625-0 £5.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

Magical Kingdom of Birds:  
The Sleepy Hummingbirds
P/b 978-0-19-276621-2
Magical Kingdom of Birds:  
The Ice Swans
P/b 978-0-19-276623-6
Magical Kingdom of Birds: 
The Silent Songbirds
P/b 978-0-19-276627-4
Coming June 2019. See Page 51

Night Walker
WRITTEN BY ALI SPARKES

Keep in the shadows . . .

Something weird is going on at the hospital—children are 
going in, and not coming out again. Elena, Matt, and Tima 
are investigating, but even they are struggling to uncover 
the truth. But Spin is preparing to come out of the shadows, 
and when he does, nothing will be the same . . .

• An exciting take on the action-adventure genre—the 
action takes place at night!

• Ali Sparkes’ trademark blend of realistic, contemporary 
characters and concerns with a supernatural twist, a 
thrilling pace, and a large dash of humour.

• Appealing central hook of kids who can communicate 
with and control animals.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Night Speakers
P/b 978-0-19-274995-6
Night Raiders
P/b 978-0-19-274996-3

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 272 pages
P/b 978-0-19-274997-0 £6.99

PRAISE FOR NIGHT SPEAKERS

‘A brilliantly believable 5 star story, 
hinting at some of the darker fantasy 

world that lurks at the edges of our 
ordinary lives.’

THE BOOKBAG

‘Incredibly moreish.’
SCHOOL ZONE
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 AGE 9+ • NEW 

198x129mm • 336 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276750-9 £6.99

3

Let’s pause there. Before we get into his money 

problems we’ll take a moment to get to know Alfie 

Fleet a bit better. We will—after all—be travelling  

to the ends of the universe  

    with him.

   He is a boy. That  

much is obvious from the odd 

shape of him. Alfie looks like he 

was assembled from sticks and 

string with knees  

and elbows glued on at 

random, as is often the 

way with boys. He is not 

especially handsome, but 

neither is he hideous. It is 

unlikely that anyone would 

want to hide his freckled, sandy-

haired head with, say, a paper 

bag. He’s a fairly normal boy: 

trips over his own feet a lot; not 

too fussy about trimming his 

toenails or keeping his ears 

clean. A boy.

He lives in a tiny flat in a big city, which he 

shares with his mother. Despite the passing trains 

that make its windows rattle and the dripping taps 

and pipes that bang unexpectedly in the middle 

of the night, their home is always neat. Keeping it 

tidy is easy. Alfie and his mother don’t own much 

stuff to make a mess with: a couple of lumpy beds; 

a sagging tartan sofa that gives them headaches if 

they look at it too long; a leaky fridge that tries hard 

but never keeps anything cold; an oven that may or 

may not cook depending on its mood; and a radio 

that pops and crackles like breakfast cereal. That’s 

pretty much it. The reason they are so poor is that 

Alfie’s dad stole his mum’s heart and then her credit 

card, before running off with that Julie from number 

sixteen. He left Alfie’s mother with a mountain 

of debt she is still struggling to pay off, and Alfie 

himself. Although his mum often tells him she 

wouldn’t change a thing, sometimes Alfie hears her 

crying over bills through the paper-thin walls. 

We join him at the kitchen table, which had a 

folded up wedge of cardboard stuffed under one leg 

to stop it wobbling and was half in the kitchen and 

or Fist of the Beast King. Unfamiliar mountain 
ranges and rivers snaked across an extraordinary continent. Galleons and sea monsters frolicked in the circling ocean. Printed in tiny letters next to castle symbols were places with exotic names like Gibbett-Creaking and Fullgrave and Witch’s Grim. To the north, the landscape stretched out into a landscape of snow and ice. Further south, a vast forest—labelled Hinderwood—cut the continent in two. The southern part of Outlandish looked more thickly populated. Places with names like Rogues’ Shack and Disaster-on-Sea clung to the craggy coastline. Everywhere Alfie’s eyes roamed across the page were hints of wilderness and 

wonder: a Griffen Isle, a Synistere Mountain, and a Wizardhome; a Valley of Lost Souls, and a Lake Trousers.

Head spinning for the third or fourth time that day—he had lost count—Alfie said, ‘Wowzers,’ quietly.

‘This is the old edition of the Unusual 
Cartography Club’s Cosmic Atlas,’ Professor Bowell-Mouvemont said. He flicked through the pages. 

4 6

AGE

9+The Cosmic Atlas 
of Alfie Fleet
WRITTEN BY MARTIN HOWARD
ILLUSTRATED BY CHRIS MOULD

Adventure is just a few light years away . . . 

Alfie Fleet is off on an adventure beyond his wildest 
dreams. From Brains-in-Jars World to the planet 
of Outlandish, nowhere is too big, too small, or too 
bizarre to make its way into the Cosmic Atlas. But 
although Alfie loves to explore, he still needs to be 
home before his mum gets in from work, otherwise 
there will be BIG trouble!

Thrills and adventure await, just hop on board the 
slightly old and rusty moped of infinity! 

• Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy for kids.

• More than funny fiction—this story does for travel 
guides and maps what Wimpy Kid did for diaries 
and Tom Gates did for doodle books.

• Chris Mould’s unique illustrative style is perfectly 
suited to this story and make this book visually 
exciting and intriguing.

‘I loved it!  
It had many, 
many laugh 

out loud 
moments.’

LISA THOMPSON,  
AUTHOR OF  

THE LIGHT JAR
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An exciting range of levelled readers for children aged 3–8

Read with Oxford Read with Oxford
Comic books
Hilarious comic strip stories 
for children who are beginning 
to read independently.

Meet the Superhero Bunny 
League—they might be 
different from your average 
superheroes, but can they 
work together to save the 
day? And can Agent Blue, the 
Pigeon Spy Agency’s newest 
recruit, save the world from 
the super-villain Birdseed?

Action-packed adventures 
with fun characters and 
hilarious storylines in a 
format that will engage even 
the most reluctant readers. 
Carefully levelled at Read with 
Oxford Stages 5 and 6 with 
humorous colour illustrations, 
parent notes and activities 
to complete after reading.

• Brand new comic books 
strand.

• Two epic comic stories in 
each volume.

• Accessible reading with 
specific appeal to boys.

STAGES 5 & 6 • NEW

230x180mm • 64/80 pages
P/b £6.99

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.

    

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.

    

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.

    

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.

    

Chapter 
books
Twelve new chapter 
books for children 
who are becoming 
independent readers.  
Sail the high seas with 
Pirate Percy, go back in 
time to an Aztec village 
and face the fearsome 
sofa monster!

You can also enjoy more 
wacky adventures with 
Winnie and Wilbur, 
with carefully levelled 
texts to enable younger 
children to read the books 
themselves. Each book 
contains two hilarious 
stories.

• Fully illustrated in 
colour.

• Fun quizzes, activity 
ideas and tips for 
parents in every book.

• Online advice, free 
eBooks and fun 
activities from  
Oxford Owl.

STAGES 5 & 6 • NEW

210x148mm • 40/48 pages
P/b £4.99

There are six colour-coded  

Read with Oxford Stages to 

make finding the right book for a 

child simple. Find out more at 

oxfordowl.co.uk/home



Make progress fun!

• Perfect for supporting children’s progress in English and maths at 
home as activities precisely match school learning and expectations.

• Packed with fun characters, reward stickers and 
engaging activities to keep learning fun.

• Rewards and captures progress.

• Books that can be completed by children  
with minimal supervision.

• New times tables titles to support  
preparation for the Year 4  
Multiplication Tables 
Check coming in 2020. 

AGE 6–8 • NEW

297x210mm • 32/64 pages
P/b £3.99/£5.99

Roald Dahl’s Rotsome 
and Repulsant Words
Cheeky chiddlers can get creative using 

Roald Dahl’s mischievous language!

This book will inspire children to be bold with language by learning 
how Roald Dahl created his naughtiest words. It is full of definitions, 
examples and whoppsy good information on alliteration, spoonerisms, 
blends, word origins, collective nouns and even phonaesthesia.

• Learn about the insults the goosegruggled and grumptious giants 
hurl at each other, the vile, vermicious words the Witches shout and 
Miss Trunchbull’s clever techniques to make her insults effective!

• A dip-in and dip-out fun and anarchic way for children  
aged 7–10 to learn about language.

• Illustrated by Quentin Blake.

• Perfect for story-writing competitions  
and creative writing.

AGE 7+ • NEW

198x129mm • 64 pages
P/b 978-0-19-277197-1 £5.99

Progress with Oxford
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7+

ALSO AVAILABLE

Oxford Roald Dahl Dictionary
P/b 978-0-19-273648-2 

Ideal 
preparation 

for the Year 4 
times tables 
test coming 

in 2020

AGE

6–8

A
G

E
 6

–7

Key  
Stage 1

A
G

E
 7–8

Key  
Stage 2

Find out more about 

the full Progress with 

Oxford range at 

oxfordowl.co.uk/home

new titles for  
MARCH 

 2019

8
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AGE

2+
AGE

2+

AGE 2+ • NEW

245x245mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276726-4 £6.99

Matisse’s  
Magical Trail
WRITTEN BY TIM HOPGOOD
ILLUSTRATED BY SAM BOUGHTON

The inspiring tale of an artistic snail!

Matisse is a young snail who loves to create beautiful 
drawings with his trail. But most of the time people 
are far too busy to even notice them. But when a small 
child spots his wonderful patterns, Matisse inspires a 
whole class of children to get creative too!

• A beautiful and bold picture book that inspires 
children to notice the small things and to think BIG.

• Celebrates self-expression and encourages children 
to have confidence to create.

• Matisse the snail is a hugely exciting new  
partnership from bestselling author  
Tim Hopgood and hugely  
talented new illustrator,  
Sam Boughton.

Meet the Penguins
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED 
BY MIKE BROWNLOW

Two penguins looking for new friends

Meet the penguins! They really want to make some new 
friends. But does anyone want to play? 

When two penguins arrive from a faraway place and want 
to make friends, the other animals do not want to play 
with them. If only they would give the penguins a chance, 
they might discover how wonderful they really are! 

• A fun, simple, and clever story about welcoming and 
learning to play with others.

• The beautifully realized characters have real personality 
and a distinctive look.

• Expertly written and illustrated by bestselling  
author of Ten Little Superheroes,  
Mike Brownlow.

AGE 2+ • NEW

270x230mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276867-4  
£6.99
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Moonstone
WRITTEN BY LARA FLECKER
ILLUSTRATED BY TRISHA KRAUSS 

A classic story filled with 

magic, mystery, and intrigue!

Kit’s father is away AGAIN, and although she’s 
supposed to be staying with her brother and 
sister, Kit steals away to visit her grandfather at 
the Moonstone Costume Museum.

The building may be old and crumbling, but 
there is magic within Moonstone’s walls—on 
the stroke of midnight, the costumes come to 
life. And nobody is going to tell them what to 
do . . . can Kit bring them together and save the 
museum before it’s too late?

• Written by costume expert Lara Flecker, 
endmatter includes information on the real 
costumes that inspired the story.

• Beautifully illustrated in stunning 
black and white by Trisha Krauss.

• Filled with distinctive costumes 
from around the world, 
each with their 
own unique 
personality.

AGE

9+

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 272 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276889-6  
£6.99
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the Circus  
of Dreams
WRITTEN BY NELL GIFFORD
ILLUSTRATED BY 
BRIONY MAY SMITH

Step inside the circus with 

this stunning picture book.

When Nell finds a tiny chick, her new 
friendship is the trigger for a dreamlike 
journey into the imaginative realm of 
the circus. Nell helps to prepare the 
tent, eats with a circus family in their 
caravan, and even performs with them 
in the show!

• A beautifully written story.

• Captures the excitement and 
community of an authentic circus. 

• Stunning artwork and  
production values.

AGE

2+

AGE 2+ • NEW 

280x280mm • 32 pages
H/b 978-0-19-276594-9 
£11.99

is the visionary founder of Giffords Circus. Oxford 
graduate Nell famously ran away to join a circus in 

America. By her early twenties, she had founded and was directing Giffords, a 
successful vintage village-green circus. Today Giffords is celebrated as one of the 
UK’s most magical travelling circuses, wowing audiences of thousands across 
Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, and in London every year. 
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The Really,  
Really, Really  
Big Dinosaur
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED 
BY RICHARD BYRNE

A show-off dinosaur learns to 

share and make friends!

When a little dinosaur called Finlay meets a big  
show-off dinosaur who wants to eat his jelly beans, 
his really, really, really big friend comes in very handy. 
From talented picture-book creator, Richard Byrne, 
this is a hugely original exploration of friendship in a 
playful prehistoric world. 

• A great friendship story that explores themes of 
sharing, showing off, fairness, and honesty. 

• Wonderful visual humour as the ‘grassy mound’ 
slowly declares itself as a dinosaur.

AGE

2+

AGE 2+ • NEW EDITION

245x245mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276886-5 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE 

I Want to Go First!
P/b 978-0-19-274974-1
The Case of the  
Red-Bottomed Robber!
P/b 978-0-19-274977-2

Red and the City
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED 
BY MARIE VOIGT 

A contemporary and beautifully illustrated 

retelling of Little Red Riding Hood 

Red is finally old enough to go into the city on her 
own. One day, she sets off with her trusty dog Woody 
to visit Grandma. But will she stick to the path laid 
out for her, or be swallowed up by the big city and its 
wolfish ways? Like all children, Red must find her own 
way and discover what matters most. 

• Red and the City is a debut picture book that marks 
Marie Voigt as an exceptional new talent. 

• Spot the wolf-like elements in the artwork, as 
recognizable pointed ears, furry silhouettes, and 
snapping jaws are expertly integrated into the 
cityscape. 

• Stunning artwork rendered in stylish black, white, 
and red. 

AGE

4+

AGE 4+ • NEW IN PAPERBACK

270x230mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276687-8 £6.99
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The Legend of Kevin:  
A Roly-Poly Flying 
Pony Adventure
WRITTEN BY PHILIP REEVE
ILLUSTRATED BY SARAH McINTYRE 

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, It’s Kevin!

Kevin the flying pony blows in on a magical storm 
and—DOOF!—crashes into the balcony outside 
Max’s flat. As the storm waters rise and the town is 
besieged by creatures (naughty sea monkeys—eep, eep!)  
Max and Kevin set about putting things right.

With Max’s quick thinking and a constant supply of biscuits for 
Kevin, there’s nothing this heroic duo can’t achieve!

• A brand new series from creative powerhouse Reeve and McIntyre.

• Highly illustrated with hilarious two-colour artwork.

• Features a whole host of quirky, endearing characters with Max  
and his roly-poly flying pony, Kevin, at its heart.

‘No,’ said Max, holding the three 
custard creams carefully out of sight 
behind his back.

‘Hmmm,’ said Daisy. She was an 
observant girl and Max looked exactly 
like a person who was hiding three stolen biscuits behind his back. (She couldn’t tell they were custard creams, though—she 

wasn’t that good.) ‘Well, get back to bed and leave me to my sad and important thoughts, or I’ll tell Mum and Dad.’
Max shrugged, and hurried off to his bedroom.
‘Oooh, custard creams!’ said Kevin, 

when he saw the biscuits in Max’s hand. They were a bit squashed because Max had sort of squeezed them when Daisy made him jump, but Kevin didn’t seem to mind. 
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Y Dinosaur Poems
CHOSEN BY JOHN FOSTER
ILLUSTRATED BY KORKY PAUL

A selection of verses and rhymes with real bite! 

If you thought dinosaurs were extinct, then think again. They 
live on in the stomping, chomping, growling, howling poems in 
this collection. So if you’re looking for poetry with a prehistoric 
twist, look no further than this sensational selection. 

• Dinosaurs are endlessly fascinating, providing the perfect 
hook for introducing children to poetry at home or at school. 

• A great combination of a well-known author and  
award-winning artist. 

• Great new format and longer extent, this is a poetry book to 
really get your teeth into!

AGE

7+
AGE

5+

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Fantastic Football Poems
P/b 978-0-19-276747-9
Dragon Poems
P/b 978-0-19-276749-3
Coming January 2019. See page 1

AGE 5+ • NEW EDITION

216x165mm • 64 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276748-6 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

Oliver and the Seawigs
P/b 978-0-19-273488-4
Cakes in Space
P/b 978-0-19-273490-7
Pugs of the Frozen North
P/b 978-0-19-273492-1
Jinks and O’Hare 
Funfair Repair
P/b 978-0-19-273494-5
Pug-a-Doodle-Do!
P/b 978-0-19-276404-1

AGE 7+ • NEW 

IN PAPERBACK

185x129mm • 160 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276609-0
£6.99

(the King of the tyrant lizards)

Wes M
agee

Tyrannosaurus Rex 

21

Two daft little arms like toasting forks,
enough skin to make coats for ten men.
As dirty as pitch
(he slept rough in a ditch),
and the feet from a monstrous hen.

A bit of a freak — part beast, part bird.
Would you dare stick your tongue out at him?He’s a mean dinosaur
with a mouth wide as a door
and teeth that stand up dagger-slim.

Across the mud flats he belts in top gear;
a rogue lighthouse with blood on his brain.
Better kneel down and pray
for all those in his way:
he’ll grind bones again and again.

‘Told with 
characteristic 

humour, heart and 
oodles of two-colour 

illustrations.’
THE BOOKSELLER



You’ve Been Werewolfed
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY TOM McLAUGHLIN

The app that bites back! 

When Tyler is sent to summer camp, she can’t resist packing one of 
her latest science projects—the Hologramaphone 2000. The problem 
is that some of the phone’s functions have EXTREME side-effects, the 
kind that can turn your best friend into a ferocious werewolf! 

• Hilarious illustrated fiction from Tom McLaughlin, the bestselling 
author of The Accidental Prime Minister. 

• A tale of the unexpected with a contemporary twist—find out what 
happens when smartphone apps bite back! 

• A laugh-out-loud mystery, starring three heroic nerds using their 
brain power to save the day—being a geek has never been so cool.

AGE

9+

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Accidental Prime Minister
P/b 978-0-19-273774-8
The Accidental Secret Agent
P/b 978-0-19-274439-5
The Accidental Billionaire
P/b 978-0-19-274956-7
The Accidental Father Christmas
P/b 978-0-19-275896-5
The Accidental President
P/b 978-0-19-275898-9

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 240 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276691-5 £6.99
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9+The Maker  
of Monsters
WRITTEN BY LORRAINE GREGORY

Sometimes the hardest monsters  

to defeat are the ones inside ourselves.

Brat has always lived in the isolated castle on the 
island, taking care of the vicious creatures that his 
master creates, waiting in terror for the moment 
when they are ready to be put to use. But then the 
unthinkable happens. The monsters get out. Now 
Brat must overcome his fears, and venture into 
the world he has hidden from his whole life. For 
the fate of everyone rests on his shoulders alone . . .

• A hero with a big heart, trying to find his place 
in a scary world.

• A richly developed fantasy world with an 
incredible cast of supporting characters.

• Inspired by the story of Frankenstein.

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 272 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276883-4 £6.99

ALSO AVAILABLE

Mold and the Poison Plot
P/b 978-0-19-274582-8



AGE

10+Cold Tom
WRITTEN BY SALLY PRUE

‘One of those rare, strange, wonderful 
books that makes you see the 
world through different eyes.’ 
THE GUARDIAN 

AGE 10+ • NEW EDITION

198x129mm • 192 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276957-2 £6.99

The 
Merrybegot
WRITTEN BY  
JULIE HEARN

‘The Merrybegot 
casts a powerful 
spell over its 
readers. Utterly 
bewitching.’ 
ABI ELPHINSTONE, 
AUTHOR OF SKY SONG 

AGE 10+ • NEW EDITION

198x129mm • 288 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276958-9 £6.99

Winner  
of the 

Branford 
Boase  
Award

Shortlisted  
for the  

Guardian 
Children’s  

Fiction  
Award

• Stunning new editions 
of award-winning 
stories, now with 
reading notes to help 
readers get even more 
from the books.

• Beautiful and 
contemporary new 
covers that will appeal to 
today’s young readers.

Action Stan
WRITTEN BY ELAINE WICKSON
ILLUSTRATED BY CHRIS JUDGE

Heading for unCHARTed territory . . .

Stanley and his little brother Fred are off to an outdoor adventure  
camp to learn all about life in the wild . . . but it’s not the wildlife  
that Stan needs to survive—it’s Fred, plus the annoying cool 
kids from the other school, and Mr Fisher (who is  
determined to make the trip anything but fun)! 

As Stanley struggles to cope he charts all the ups and  
downs in a series of hilarious infographics.

• Infographic charts, diagrams, and graphs make this book  
very distinctive—a new and appealing approach to humour  
for this age group.

• A staggeringly funny series from an exciting,  
up-and-coming author.

• A crazy, yet familiar, family set up with truly  
endearing central characters.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Planet Stan
P/b 978-0-19-275904-7

AGE 9+ • NEW

198x129mm • 288 pages
P/b 978-0-19-275906-1 £6.99

AGE

9+
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‘This better be a scary story, buddy, cos I’ve 

about had it with my fings going missing.’

Flossie’s now lost her unicorn face 

masks, which means her and Fred can’t play 

‘trotting unicorns’ any more.

‘Are you sure you packed all this stuff?’

She glares at me. I grab a book as a group 

of them surround me in the dormitory and 

I begin to tell them a story about a mouse 

who walks through a wood.

‘That’s not scary,’ Flossie interrupts, 

and the rest seem to agree as they fold 

their arms in protest. ‘Just TELL us one.’

‘I don’t know any!’ 

‘Do I have to do everyfing myself round 

here?’ she harrumphs, climbing onto a 

chair and switching on a torch. ‘Get comfy, 

amigos. This is called . . . The Scarecrow 

That Ate Everyone’s Brains.’

By the time she’s finished everyone is 

wide-eyed, perched on the edge of their 

beds, and I’m sat hugging a pillow. 

‘Again! Again!’ they all chant.

‘Um, I think that’s enough stories about 

murderous scarecrows. Time for bed.’

I call in the back-up of the parent helpers 

and scarper, keen not to hear any more of 

Flossie’s tales. As scary things go, it’s pretty 

much up there with Fred’s bogie collection.

Most 
disturbing 

thing 
that’s ever 

happened

Completely 
terrifying

Proper 
unnerving

Marginally 
startling

Only 
slightly 

alarming
Country 
dancing

The 
Loft

Fred’s bogie 
collection

Pageboy 
outfit 

Seeing Mr 
Fisher in the 
supermarket

Most Disturbing 

Things Bar Chart
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Read with Oxford
An exciting range of levelled readers for children aged 3–8

Non-fiction
Explore the fantastic nature, 
incredible animals and amazing 
inventions of our wonderful world 
in these four non-fiction collections. 
Carefully levelled at Read with Oxford 
Stages 2–5, they have been designed 
to tap into children’s interest and 
pleasure in the world around them. 

These lively texts are full of 
fascinating facts and intriguing 
ideas with high-quality artwork and 
photos, and have been specially 
written so that children can read 
them for themselves.

• Discover the world in all its 
variations.

• Written in line with children’s 
phonics learning at school.

• Stunning full-colour photos.

• Up to seven texts per collection.

• Tips for parents, quizzes and 
activities in each book.

STAGES 2–5 • NEW

219x193mm • 96/104/128 pages
P/b £10.99

Only  
can offer the clear stages, 
step-by step progression, 
online help, advice and 
resources that you will 
need to help you find 
perfect books to support 
your child throughout 
their reading journey.

    

Only  
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step-by step progression, 
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There are six colour-coded  Read with Oxford Stages to 
make finding the right book for a 

child simple. Find out more at oxfordowl.co.uk/home

new titles for  
MAY 
 2019
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Created to deliver the broad range of vocabulary that children aged 7+  
need to become good communicators at school and at home, these titles 
are perfect for children who need simple definitions, lively examples 
and illustrations to engage them. With alphabetic facts, ‘build your 
vocabulary’ and ‘word story’ features, they will discover opposites and 
synonyms and word origins at the same time as learning how to spell 
new and tricky words. 

• New and up-to-date curriculum content.

• Wide range of synonyms, antonyms and word 
origins.

• Engaging artwork and photographs 
throughout.

• Supplement for project work and 
story writing.

• Free online activities to build 
comprehension, reading and 
writing skills.

AGE

7+Oxford Primary 
Illustrated Dictionary
Oxford Primary 
Illustrated Thesaurus
BRAND NEW illustrated dictionary  

and thesaurus for young readers and writers
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alert VERB
We alerted them to the danger.
• to warn, to make aware, to inform

alien ADJECTIVE
The desert landscape looked alien to us.
• strange, foreign, unfamiliar, different, exotic
 OPPOSITE  familiar
alien NOUN
I wrote a story about aliens from another galaxy.
• extraterrestrial, alien life-form

alike ADJECTIVE
All the houses in the street looked alike.
• similar, the same, identical
 OPPOSITE  different

alive ADJECTIVE
Fortunately, my goldfish was still alive.
• living, existing, in existence, surviving, breathing
 OPPOSITE  dead

allocate VERB
They allocated us each a desk.
• to assign, to allow, to set aside, to reserve

allow VERB
 1  They don’t allow skateboards in the playground.
• to let

aircraft NOUN

WORD WEB

SOME TYPES OF AIRCRAFT:

• an aeroplane, an airliner, a biplane, a drone,  
a glider, a helicopter, a hot-air balloon, a jet,  
a jumbo jet

SOME PARTS OF AIRCRAFT:

• the cabin, the cockpit, a fin, the fuselage,  
the hold, a joystick, the nose, a propeller,  
a rudder, the tail, the undercarriage, a wing

WRITING TIPS

HERE ARE SOME USEFUL WORDS FOR WRITING 
ABOUT AIRCRAFT:

• The aeroplane was flying high above the clouds.
• The jumbo jet soared up into the sky.
• Our plane took off at six o’clock and landed at 
ten o’clock.
• The aeroplane touched down and then taxied 
along the runway.
• The pilot set a course for home.
The aircraft stayed very low, following the coastline.
—SHARK ISLAND, David Miller 

alarm VERB
The noise alarmed her.
• to frighten, to startle, to scare, to panic, to 
agitate, to distress, to shock, to upset, to worry
 OPPOSITE  to reassure
alarm NOUN
 1  Did you hear the alarm?
a signal, a siren, a warning bell
 2  The sudden noise filled me with alarm.
• fright, fear, panic, anxiety, worry, distress, 
nervousness, terror, uneasiness

alert ADJECTIVE
The guards were told to stay alert at all times.
• watchful, sharp, observant, on the lookout, ready, 
wary

agitated ADJECTIVE
She rushed in, looking agitated.
• nervous, anxious, restless, fidgety, flustered, 
disturbed, upset
 OPPOSITES  calm; cool

agony NOUN
He screamed in agony when he broke his leg.
• pain, suffering, torture, torment, anguish,  
distress

agree VERB
 1  I’m glad that we agree.
• to think the same, to have the same view, to be 
united, to concur
 OPPOSITE  to disagree
 2  I asked him to help us and he agreed.
• to say yes, to accept, to consent, to be willing, 
to undertake to do: He undertook to help us.
 OPPOSITE  to refuse

agreement NOUN
 1  There was agreement on the need for longer 
holidays.
• consent, unity, harmony, sympathy
 OPPOSITE  disagreement
 2  The two sides signed an agreement.
• a deal, a treaty, an alliance
— A legal agreement is a contract.
— An agreement to stop fighting is a truce.

aid NOUN
I tidied everything up with the aid of my friends.
• help, support, assistance
aid VERB
We did everything we could to aid them.
• to help, to assist, to support, to collaborate,  
to cooperate, to lend a hand

aim NOUN
What was the aim of the experiment?
• a goal, an intention, an objective, a target,  
a purpose, an ambition, a wish
aim VERB
 1  She aims to be a professional dancer.
• to intend, to mean, to plan, to want, to wish
 2  He aimed his bow and arrow at the target.
• to point, to direct

aeroplane NOUN
Have you ever flown in an aeroplane?
• a plane, an aircraft

affair NOUN
The party was a strange affair.
• an event, an occurrence, an incident, a happening

affect VERB
Global warming will affect our climate.
• to have an effect on, to have an impact on,  
to influence, to change, to modify, to alter

afraid ADJECTIVE
 1  Don’t be afraid—it’s quite safe.
• frightened, scared, fearful, alarmed
— Use terrified or petrified if someone is very afraid.
— Use anxious or apprehensive if someone is afraid 
of what might happen.
 2  I was afraid to speak.
• hesitant, reluctant, shy

again ADVERB
Would you like to try again?
• once more, once again, another time

against PREPOSITION
➤ to be against
I am against wearing fur.
• to be opposed to, to not be in favour of,  
to disagree with, to disapprove of
 OPPOSITES  to be for; to be in favour of

age NOUN
The book is set in the age of the Vikings.
• a period, a time, an era, the days

aggressive ADJECTIVE
He could be grumpy but he was never aggressive.
• hostile, violent, argumentative, quarrelsome, 
warlike
 OPPOSITE  friendly

agile ADJECTIVE
Mountain goats are extremely agile.
• nimble, graceful, sprightly, deft, supple, swift
 OPPOSITES  clumsy; stiff

aeroplane

drone

helicopter
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rule VERB rules, ruling, ruled
to govern or be in charge of a country

ruler NOUN rulers
 1  someone who governs a country  2  a straight 
wooden, plastic or metal strip for drawing straight 
lines and measuring

rum NOUN rums
a strong alcoholic drink made from sugar cane, that 
used to be given to sailors

rumble VERB rumbles, rumbling, rumbled
to make a long deep sound like thunder • His 
stomach was rumbling.

rumble NOUN rumbles
a long deep sound • There was a rumble of thunder.

rummage VERB rummages, rummaging, 
rummaged
to feel around in or under something to find 
something
Mrs Whiffy hurriedly rummaged in her bag and gave  
me 10p.—DOGSBOTTOM SCHOOL GOES TOTALLY MENTAL,  
John Blake

rumour NOUN rumours
a story or piece of information that many people 
repeat, but that may not be true

rump NOUN rumps
an animal’s or person’s bottom

run VERB runs, running, ran, run
 1  to move quickly, taking both feet off the ground 
during each stride  2  to flow • The river runs into the 
sea.  3  If you run something, you are in charge of it.  
• She runs the drama club. 
➤ To run away is to leave a place suddenly or 
secretly.
➤ To run out of something is to have used it  
all up.
➤ runner NOUN • She is a fast runner.

run NOUN runs
If you go for a run, you run for sport or exercise.

runaway NOUN runaways
someone who has run away from home

rung VERB (past participle of ring)

ruffian NOUN ruffians
a violent brutal person

ruffle VERB ruffles, ruffling, ruffled
to disturb the smooth surface of something  
• The cockeral ruffled its feathers.

rug NOUN rugs
 1  a thick piece of material that partly covers a 
floor  2  a thick blanket

rugby (also rugby football) NOUN
a team game using an oval ball that players can kick 
or carry

$$   WORD STORY  

The game of rugby is named after Rugby School in 
Warwickshire, where it was first played.

rugged ADJECTIVE (say rug-id)
rough or uneven
We round the headland and pass along the rugged 
coastline of rocky inlets and deep shelving coves. —WHITE 
DOLPHIN, Gill Lewis

ruin VERB ruins, ruining, ruined
to spoil or destroy something completely
ruin NOUN ruins
a building that has been so badly damaged that it 
has almost all fallen down 
➤ To be in ruins is to be destroyed. • My plans 
were in ruins. 

rule NOUN rules
something that tells you what you must or must 
not do

row NOUN (rhymes with cow) rows
 1  a quarrel or argument  2  a great noise or disturbance

rowdy ADJECTIVE rowdier, rowdiest
noisy and rough

royal ADJECTIVE
to do with a king or queen

royalty NOUN
 1  the state of being royal  2  a royal person or royal 
people • We were in the presence of royalty.

rub VERB rubs, rubbing, rubbed
to press and move your hand or a cloth backwards 
and forwards over something • She rubbed her eyes.  
• Try rubbing the mark with a cloth. 
➤ To rub something out is to remove it with a 
rubber. 

rubber NOUN rubbers
 1  a strong elastic substance used for making tyres, 
balls and hoses  2  a piece of rubber or soft plastic for 
removing mistakes done in pencil 
➤ rubbery ADJECTIVE

rubbish NOUN
 1  things that are not wanted or needed  2  nonsense

rubble NOUN
broken pieces of brick or stone

ruby NOUN rubies
a red precious stone

rucksack NOUN rucksacks
a bag that you carry on your back 

 r BUILD YOUR VOCABULARY

A synonym is backpack.

rudder NOUN rudders
a flat hinged device at the back of a ship or aircraft, 
for steering it

ruddy ADJECTIVE ruddier, ruddiest
red and healthy-looking • He had a ruddy 
complexion.

rude ADJECTIVE ruder, rudest
 1  not polite; not showing respect for other people  
• It is rude to stare at someone.  2  offensive or 
indecent • a rude word 
➤ rudely ADVERB ➤ rudeness NOUN

round PREPOSITION
 1  on all sides of • I painted a border round the 
edge.  2  in a curve or circle around • The earth 
moves round the sun.  3  to every part of • Show 
them round the house.
round NOUN rounds
 1  each stage in a competition • The winners go on 
to the next round.  2  a series of calls or deliveries  
• The postman is on his round.
round VERB rounds, rounding, rounded
 1  to go round something • They rounded the corner.  
 2  to round a number is to increase or decrease it 
to the nearest 1, 10, 100 or 1000. • The number of 
tickets sold, rounded to the nearest 10, was 180.  
• One third as a percentage can be rounded down 
to 33%.

roundabout NOUN roundabouts
 1  a road junction where traffic passes round a 
circular island  2  a circular platform in a playground 
that spins around

rounded ADJECTIVE
round in shape

rounders NOUN
a game in which players try to hit a ball and run 
round a circuit

rouse VERB rouses, rousing, roused
 1  to wake someone up • A voice roused me from 
a deep sleep.  2  to make someone have a particular 
emotion • Her curiosity was roused.

route NOUN (say root) routes
the way you have to go to get to a place

routine NOUN (say roo-teen) routines
a regular or fixed way of doing things

rove VERB roves, roving, roved
to roam or wander
The Trunchbull’s dangerous glittering eyes roved around 
the classroom.—MATILDA, Roald Dahl

row NOUN (rhymes with go) rows
a line of people or things • Our seats were in the 
front row.
row VERB (rhymes with go) rows, rowing, rowed
to row a boat is to use oars to make it move 
➤ rower NOUN
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Oxford Primary  
Illustrated Dictionary
AGE 7+ • NEW 

240x185mm • 488 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276845-2 £10.99

Oxford Primary 
Illustrated Thesaurus
AGE 7+ • NEW 

240x185mm • 304 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276846-9 £10.99
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Brain Training 
for Kids
Develop core number, word 

and logic skills whilst having fun!

Brain Training for Kids puzzle books are brand 
new to Bond, the market leader in 11+ test 
preparation. These books provide a mind-
bending workout through logic, number and 
word puzzles, to develop problem-solving 
and reasoning skills for curious minds and to 
create successful learners. 

With every page packed with activities such 
as mazes, bingo, crosswords, and Sudoku, 
children will be training their brains without 
even realizing. 

• Full answers with detailed explanations 
included.

• Progress tracked and feedback provided 
throughout, ensuring that children improve 
skills as they work through.

• ‘Warm-up’, ‘Intermediate’ and 
‘Tricky’ puzzles break 
the books up into 
manageable 
chunks and let 
children work 
through each section 
at their own pace.

AGE 8–11 • NEW

198x129mm • 192 pages
P/b £4.99

Lula and the  
Sea Monster
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY ALEX LATIMER 

A gorgeous story about friendship, 

with an environmental message

Lula lives in a house next to the beach with her parents. 
It is home to millions of little creatures far smaller even 
than her. But next week Lula and her family have to move 
out. The house is going to be demolished and a highway 
built along the coast. Lula and her family desperately 
want to protect the beach but know they must leave, until 
Lula’s chance encounter with a magical creature changes 
everything . . . 

• A beautiful picture book about the relationship between 
humans and nature. 

• Encourages children to engage with environmental 
causes and fight to protect the planet. 

• Will inspire children to get outside and embrace the 
natural world. 

AGE

2+
AGE

8–11

ALSO AVAILABLE

Am I Yours?
P/b 978-0-19-275946-7

AGE 2+ • NEW

270x230mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-275952-8 £6.99



Mum Spider always said,  

‘No swinging from the web, Little Spider.’

And Dad Spider always said,  

‘Listen to your mother, Little Spider.’

OUCH!

LET ME
OUT!

MEOW!

UH-OH!

EEEK!

HELP!

Swinging can be
DANGEROUS!

Swinging can be
DANGEROUS!

DANGERS Of
SWINGING!

the
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in My Soup!
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY MEGAN BREWIS

A soup-er story about venturing out into the world

Little Spider loves to swing from her web. But Mum Spider 
always says, ‘No swinging from your web, little spider.’ And 
Dad Spider always says, ‘Swinging from your web can be 
dangerous!’

But one day, when Mum and Dad are having an afternoon 
snooze, Little Spider goes swinging from her web. 
Unfortunately, she lands in a bowl of soup and wishes she’d 
listened to her mum and dad after all . . . 

• A playful and fun story about venturing out into the world. 

• Offers reassurance that even if you get things 
wrong, those that care for you will support you. 

• Shows that friendships can form in spite of 
different backgrounds.

AGE

2+

ALSO AVAILABLE

Steve, Terror of the Seas
P/b 978-0-19-276685-4

AGE 2+ • NEW

245x245mm • 32 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276686-1 £6.99
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Magical Kingdom of Birds: The 
Sleepy Hummingbirds
P/b 978-0-19-276621-2
Magical Kingdom of Birds: The Ice Swans
P/b 978-0-19-276623-6
Magical Kingdom of Birds: 
The Missing Fairy-Wrens
P/b 978-0-19-276625-0
Coming March 2019. See page 22

AGE 6+ • NEW

198x129mm • 160 pages
P/b 978-0-19-276627-4 £5.99

Magical Kingdom  
of Birds: The  
Silent Songbirds
WRITTEN BY ANNE BOOTH
ILLUSTRATED BY ROSIE BUTCHER

Magic awaits in this spellbinding book for young readers.

In a spectacular tropical glade, Maya can’t believe her ears: she’s 
attending a songbird concert in the Magical Kingdom of Birds! But 
all is not as it seems—Lord Astor is stealing the birds’ beautiful voices 
to keep for himself. Will Maya and her friends be able to return the 
music to the kingdom?

• Packed with beautiful illustrations, information on the real birds 
that inspired the story, fun things to make and do, and a special 
colouring page!

• A magical series celebrating the natural world, focusing on the 
amazing diversity within the world of birds.

• Beautiful black and white artwork from Rosie Butcher paired with 
wonderful stories from author Anne Booth.

AGE

6+
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and the  
Deadly Volcano
WRITTEN BY M.C. STEVENS
ILLUSTRATED BY STEVE BROWN

Full-on martial arts action 

with a cool, graphic look.

The Warrior Monkeys are leaders and protectors, 
always ready to defend against mischievous powers 
who seek to attack their kingdom. Some of our 
Warriors are strong and wise. Some, like Suki and 
Bekko, still have a lot to learn.

When an evil figure from the monkeys’ past returns, 
it’s a race against time to stop him before the volcano 
erupts! Can Suki and Bekko save the kingdom, and 
live up to the name of Warrior Monkey? 

• Strong, vivacious and hugely likeable central 
character pairing.

• Exciting and dramatic plots that tap into Far 
Eastern lore and mythology, with plenty of  
energy and humour. 

• Stories that explore martial arts behaviours  
and strategies: fear, balance, control, discipline, 
focus, teamwork, leadership, memory, and 
coordination.

AGE

7+

AGE 7+ • NEW

198x129mm • 128 pages
P/b 978-0-19-277171-1 £5.99

M.C. Stevens
is a martial arts instructor with 16 years’ experience in karate, 
weapons, and jiu jitsu. A former English and History teacher at 
secondary school level, she also works for FairFight, an international 
charity which empowers young girls in developing countries—
using karate as a tool to develop confidence and independence.

SUKI

BEKKO

FINAL COVER 

COM
ING SOON



My Best Short  
Story in 500 Words
WRITTEN BY CHRISTOPHER EDGE

An illustrated, inspirational short 

story-writing notebook for kids

A new must-have little write-in notebook for 
kids to craft their best short story in 500 words or 
fewer. With colourful illustrations throughout, it has prompts 
and ideas from bestselling children’s author Christopher Edge 
for building plot, action, characters and scenes. It also has 
suggestions for beginnings and endings to help kids who are 
looking for a starting point for story-writing competitions, for 
homework or for fun. 

With top tips, interactive prompts, and lots of space for 
drafting and editing the narrative, kids will be writing not just 
one story, but many more!

• Perfect for story-writing competitions and creative writing.

• Top tips from the Oxford word experts to 
further creativity and writing skills.

• Activities for building vocabulary, sketching 
characters and building a narrative.

• Great for encouraging children to keep writing.

ALSO AVAILABLE

How to Write Your 
Best Story Ever!
P/b 978-0-19-274352-7
Write Your Best Story 
Ever! Notebook
P/b 978-0-19-837782-5

AGE 6–8 • NEW

240x185mm • 32 pages 
P/b 978-0-19-277151-3 £4.99

COMING 
NOV 
2018

AGE

6–8
Make progress fun!

• Perfect for supporting children’s progress 
in English and maths at home as activities 
precisely match school learning and 
expectations.

• Packed with fun characters, 
reward stickers and engaging 
activities to keep learning fun.

• Rewards and captures 
progress.

• Books that can be completed by 
children with minimal supervision.

AGE 7–8 • NEW

297x210mm • 32/64 pages
P/b £3.99/£5.99

AGE

7–8
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3 TITLES

MATHS

3 TITLES Key  
Stage 2

Progress with Oxford

new titles for  
JUNE 
 2019
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Measuring
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Fiction
  Dr KittyCat is 

Ready to Rescue: 
Bramble the 
Hedgehog PB

  Night Zookeeper: 
The Penguins of 
Igloo City PB

  The Girl with the 
Shark’s Teeth PB

Poetry
  Dragon Poems PB

Home Learning
  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  

Captain Crossbones and 
the Lost Treasure 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
The Lifeguard Dog 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Dancing Feet 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6: The 
Chicken Who Liked Chocolate 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6: 
Teeny Tiny Aliens and the 
Great Big Pet Disaster 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Dragon Doughnuts 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling Age 5–6 

  Progress with 
Oxford: Shapes 
and Measuring 
Age 5–6 

  Progress with 
Oxford: Time 
and Money 
Age 5–6 

Fiction
  The Legend 

of Kevin: A 
Roly-Poly 
Flying Pony 
Adventure PB

  The Maker of 
Monsters PB

  You’ve Been  
Werewolfed PB

  Action Stan PB
  Cold Tom PB
  The Merrybegot PB

Picture books
  Nell and the Circus 

of Dreams HB
  Red and the City PB
  The Really, Really, Really 

Big Dinosaur PB

Poetry
  Dinosaur Poems PB

Home Learning
  Read with Oxford: 

Stage 2: Non-Fiction: 
Our Wonderful World 

  Read with Oxford: 
Stage 3: Non-Fiction: 
Fantastic Nature 

  Read with Oxford: 
Stage 4: Non-Fiction: 
Incredible Animals 

Fiction
   Isadora Moon Has 

a Sleepover PB
  Magical Kingdom of Birds: 

The Missing Fairy-Wrens PB
  Night Walker PB
  The Cosmic Atlas of 

Alfie Fleet PB

Picture books
   Lubna and Pebble HB
   Hungry Hen PB 
  The Easter Story HB
   Cyril the Lonely Cloud HB
  Winnie and Wilbur: The 

Monster Mystery PB
  Winnie and Wilbur: The 

Monster Mystery PB + CD
   Winnie and Wilbur: 

Spectacular Spells PB

Home Learning
  Read with Oxford: Stage 5:  

Charlie and the Aztecs 
  Read with Oxford: Stage 5:  

Sugar Plum Scary
  Read with Oxford: Stage 5:  

Pirate Percy’s Parrot
  Read with Oxford: Stage 5:  

Winnie and Wilbur: Time 
Travel Winnie

  Read with Oxford: Stage 5: 
Winnie and Wilbur: Tellytastic 
Winnie

  Read with Oxford: Stage 5: 
Winnie and Wilbur: Winnie’s 
Awful Auntie

Fiction
  Bee Boy: Curse of the 

Vampire Mites PB
   Me and Mister P: Joe’s 

New World PB
  The Demon Headmaster: 

Mortal Danger PB
  The Closest Thing 

to Flying PB
   River Boy PB
   The Kite Rider PB

Picture books
  This Book Just 

Stole My Cat! PB

JANUARY
FEBRUARY

MARCH

MAY

  Read with Oxford Stage 6:  
Frankenstein’s Sofa 

  Read with Oxford:  
Stage 6: Stanley Manners 

  Read with Oxford: 
Stage 6: Rhyme Slime 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Winnie and Wilbur: 
Warbling Winnie

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Winnie and Wilbur: 
Winnie’s Animal Antics

   Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Winnie and Wilbur: 
Party Time, Winnie

   Read with Oxford: Stage 5: 
Comic Books: Superhero 
Bunny League 

  Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Comic Books: Agent 
Blue, Spy Pigeon

   Progress with Oxford: 
Grammar, Punctuation 
and Spelling Age 6–7 

   Progress with Oxford: Shapes 
and Measuring Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Time and Money Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Times Tables Age 6–7 

   Progress with Oxford: Addition 
and Subtraction Age 7–8

   Progress with Oxford: 
Maths Age 7–8

   Progress with Oxford: 
Multiplication, Division 
and Fractions Age 7–8

   Progress with Oxford: 
Times Tables Age 7–8

Dictionaries
   Roald Dahl’s  

Rotsome and  
Repulsant  
Words PB 

January–June 2019

  Progress with 
Oxford: Addition and 
Subtraction Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Numbers and Data 
Handling Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Multiplication, Division 
and Fractions Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Handwriting Age 6–7 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Comprehension Age 6–7 

Publishing

  Read with Oxford: 
Stage 5: Non-Fiction: 
Explore and Invent 

  Bond Brain Training for 
Kids: Logic Puzzles 

  Bond Brain Training for 
Kids: Number Puzzles 

  Bond Brain Training for 
Kids: Word Puzzles

Dictionaries
  Oxford Primary Illustrated 

Dictionary PB
  Oxford Primary Illustrated 

Thesaurus PB

JUNE
Fiction
  Magical Kingdom of Birds: 

The Silent Songbirds PB
  Warrior Monkeys and 

the Deadly Volcano PB

Picture 
books
  Lula and 

the Sea 
Monster 
PB

  There’s 
A Spider 
in My 
Soup! PB

Home 
Learning
  Progress with Oxford: 

Numbers Age 7–8 
  Progress with 

Oxford: Shapes and 
Measuring Age 7–8 

  Progress with Oxford: 
Time and Money Age 7–8

  Progress with Oxford: 
Grammar, Punctuation 
and Spelling Age 7–8

  Progress with Oxford: 
Handwriting Age 7–8

  Progress with Oxford: 
English Age 7–8

Fiction
  Midnight at Moonstone PB

Picture books
  Matisse’s Magical Trail PB 
  Meet the Penguins PB



Order Form
JANUARY

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-276749-3 Dragon Poems John Foster  
illustrated by Korky Paul January 2019 PB £6.99 5+

978-0-19-276601-4 Dr KittyCat is Ready to Rescue: Bramble the Hedgehog Jane Clark January 2019 PB £5.99 5+

978-0-19-276407-2 Night Zookeeper: The Penguins of Igloo City Joshua Davidson  
illustrated by Buzz Burman January 2019 PB £6.99 7+

978-0-19-276754-7 The Girl with the Shark's Teeth
Cerrie Burnell 
with illustrations by  
Sandra Dieckmann

January 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-276909-1 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Captain Crossbones and 
the Lost Treasure

Narinder Dhami  
illustrated by Lucy Fleming January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276914-5 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: The Lifeguard Dog Meg Harper  
illustrated by Briony May Smith January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276911-4 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Dancing Feet Teresa Heapy  
illustrated by Catalina Echeverri January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276910-7 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: The Chicken Who Liked 
Chocolate

Teresa Heapy  
illustrated by Sarah Horne January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276913-8 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Teeny Tiny Aliens and the 
Great Big Pet Disaster

Debbie White  
illustrated by Aleksei Bitskoff January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276912-1 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Dragon Doughnuts Ciaran Murtagh  
illustrated by David Hitch January 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276784-4 Progress with Oxford: Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling Age 5–6 Jenny Roberts January 2019 PB £3.99 5–6

978-0-19-276778-3 Progress with Oxford: Shapes and Measuring Age 5–6 Sarah Snashall January 2019 PB £3.99 5–6

978-0-19-276781-3 Progress with Oxford: Time and Money Age 5–6 Debbie Streatfield January 2019 PB £3.99 5–6

978-0-19-276790-5 Progress with Oxford: Addition and Subtraction  
Age 6–7 Giles Clare January 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276787-5 Progress with Oxford: Numbers and Data Handling 
Age 6–7 Paul Hodge January 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276796-7 Progress with Oxford: Multiplication, Division and 
Fractions Age 6–7 Paul Hodge January 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276805-6 Progress with Oxford: Handwriting Age 6–7 Fiona Tomlinson January 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276811-7 Progress with Oxford: Comprehension Age 6–7 Fiona Undrill January 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

FEBRUARY

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-276713-4 This Book Just Stole My Cat! Richard Byrne February 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276391-4 Bee Boy: Curse of the Vampire Mites Tony De Saulles February 2019 PB £6.99 7+

978-0-19-276653-3 Me and Mister P: Joe's New World Maria Farrer  
illustrated by Daniel Rieley February 2019 PB £6.99 7+

978-0-19-276606-9 The Demon Headmaster: Mortal Danger Gillian Cross February 2019 PB £6.99 8+

978-0-19-274948-2 The Closest Thing to Flying Gill Lewis February 2019 PB £6.99 10+

978-0-19-276960-2 River Boy Tim Bowler February 2019 PB £6.99 10+

978-0-19-276959-6 The Kite Rider Geraldine McCaughrean February 2019 PB £6.99 10+

MARCH

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-277194-0 Lubna and Pebble Wendy Meddour  
illustrated by Daniel Egnéus March 2019 HB £11.99 2+

978-0-19-276885-8 Hungry Hen Richard Waring  
illustrated by Caroline Jayne Church March 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276873-5 The Easter Story Brian Wildsmith March 2019 HB £7.99 2+

978-0-19-276758-5 Cyril the Lonely Cloud Tim Hopgood March 2019 HB £11.99 2+

978-0-19-276694-6 Winnie and Wilbur: The Monster Mystery Valerie Thomas  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276695-3 Winnie and Wilbur: The Monster Mystery Valerie Thomas  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB + CD £8.99 

inc. VAT 2+

978-0-19-276888-9 Winnie and Wilbur: Spectacular Spells Valerie Thomas  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £10.99 2+

978-0-19-276711-0 Isadora Moon Has a Sleepover Harriet Muncaster March 2019 PB £5.99 5+

978-0-19-276625-0 Magical Kingdom of Birds: The Missing Fairy-Wrens Anne Booth  
illustrated by Rosie Butcher March 2019 PB £5.99 6+

978-0-19-274997-0 Night Walker Ali Sparkes March 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-276750-9 The Cosmic Atlas of Alfie Fleet Martin Howard  
illustrated by Chris Mould March 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-276972-5 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Charlie and the Aztecs Tom Jamieson  
illustrated by Clare Elsom March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276974-9 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Sugar Plum Scary Ciaran Murtagh  
illustrated by Emi Ordás March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276973-2 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Pirate Percy’s Parrot Sheila May Bird  
illustrated by Luke Flowers March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5



MAY

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-276594-9 Nell and the Circus of Dreams Nell Gifford  
illustrated by Briony May Smith May 2019 HB £11.99 2+

978-0-19-276886-5 The Really, Really, Really Big Dinosaur Richard Byrne May 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276687-8 Red and the City Marie Voigt May 2019 PB £6.99 4+

978-0-19-276748-6 Dinosaur Poems John Foster  
illustrated by Korky Paul May 2019 PB £6.99 5+

978-0-19-276609-0 The Legend of Kevin: A Roly-Poly  
Flying Pony Adventure

Philip Reeve  
illustrated by Sarah McIntyre May 2019 PB £6.99 7+

978-0-19-276883-4 The Maker of Monsters Lorraine Gregory May 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-276691-5 You’ve Been Werewolfed Tom McLaughlin May 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-275906-1 Action Stan Elaine Wickson  
illustrated by Chris Judge May 2019 PB £6.99 9+

978-0-19-276957-2 Cold Tom Sally Prue May 2019 PB £6.99 10+

978-0-19-276958-9 The Merrybegot Julie Hearn May 2019 PB £6.99 10+

978-0-19-276968-8 Read with Oxford: Stage 2: Non-Fiction:  
Our Wonderful World May 2019 PB £10.99 Stage 2

978-0-19-276969-5 Read with Oxford: Stage 3: Non-Fiction:  
Fantastic Nature May 2019 PB £10.99 Stage 3

978-0-19-276970-1 Read with Oxford: Stage 4: Non-Fiction:  
Incredible Animals May 2019 PB £10.99 Stage 4

978-0-19-276971-8 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Non-Fiction:  
Explore and Invent May 2019 PB £10.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276845-2 Oxford Primary Illustrated Dictionary May 2019 PB £10.99 7+

978-0-19-276846-9 Oxford Primary Illustrated Thesaurus May 2019 PB £10.99 7+

978-0-19-276953-4 Bond Brain Training for Kids: Logic Puzzles Michellejoy Hughes May 2019 PB £4.99 8–11

978-0-19-276954-1 Bond Brain Training for Kids: Number Puzzles Michellejoy Hughes May 2019 PB £4.99 8–11

978-0-19-276955-8 Bond Brain Training for Kids: Word Puzzles Catherine Veitch May 2019 PB £4.99 8–11

978-0-19-276916-9 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Winnie and Wilbur:  
Time Travel Winnie

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276915-2 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Winnie and Wilbur: 
Tellytastic Winnie

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276917-6 Read with Oxford: Stage 5: Winnie and Wilbur: 
Winnie’s Awful Auntie

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276976-3 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Frankenstein’s Sofa Timothy Knapman  
illustrated by Andrea Castellani March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276978-7 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Stanley Manners Joanna Nadin  
illustrated by Marcus Cutler March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276977-0 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Rhyme Slime Ali Sparkes  
illustrated by Sarah Horne March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276919-0 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Winnie and Wilbur: 
Warbling Winnie

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276920-6 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Winnie and Wilbur: 
Winnie’s Animal Antics

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276918-3 Read with Oxford: Stage 6: Winnie and Wilbur:  
Party Time, Winnie

Laura Owen  
illustrated by Korky Paul March 2019 PB £4.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276975-6 Read with Oxford: Stage 5:  
Comic Books: Superhero Bunny League Jamie Smart March 2019 PB £6.99 Stage 5

978-0-19-276979-4 Read with Oxford: Stage 6:  
Comic Books: Agent Blue, Spy Pigeon

Debbie White  
illustrated by Rebecca Clements March 2019 PB £6.99 Stage 6

978-0-19-276808-7 Progress with Oxford:  
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Age 6–7 Jenny Roberts March 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276799-8 Progress with Oxford: Shapes and Measuring Age 6–7 Sarah Snashall March 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276802-5 Progress with Oxford: Time and Money Age 6–7 Debbie Streatfield March 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276793-6 Progress with Oxford: Times Tables Age 6–7 Kate Robinson March 2019 PB £3.99 6–7

978-0-19-276820-9 Progress with Oxford: Addition and Subtraction  
Age 7–8 Giles Clare March 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276814-8 Progress with Oxford: Maths Age 7–8 Caroline Fawcus March 2019 PB £5.99 7–8

978-0-19-276826-1 Progress with Oxford: Multiplication,  
Division and Fractions Age 7–8 Paul Hodge March 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276823-0 Progress with Oxford: Times Tables Age 7–8 Kate Robinson March 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-277197-1 Roald Dahl’s Rotsome and Repulsant Words March 2019 PB £5.99 7+

APRIL

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-276726-4 Matisse’s Magical Trail Tim Hopgood  
illustrated by Sam Boughton April 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276867-4 Meet the Penguins Mike Brownlow April 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276889-6 Midnight at Moonstone Lara Flecker  
illustrated by Trisha Krauss April 2019 PB £6.99 9+

MARCH

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY
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Order your copy via tradeadmin.uk@oup.com

ORDER DETAILS
To order any of these titles, please contact your regular Oxford Sales Rep, or the Trade Sales Team, or alternatively fill 

out this form and post it to: Customer Services, OUP Distribution Services, North Kettering Business Park, Hipwell Road, 

Kettering, Northamptonshire, NN14 1AU.
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JUNE

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-275952-8 Lula and the Sea Monster Alex Latimer June 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276686-1 There’s A Spider in My Soup! Megan Brewis June 2019 PB £6.99 2+

978-0-19-276627-4 Magical Kingdom of Birds: The Silent Songbirds Anne Booth  
illustrated by Rosie Butcher June 2019 PB £5.99 6+

978-0-19-277171-1 Warrior Monkeys and the Deadly Volcano M.C. Stevens  
illustrated by Steve Brown June 2019 PB £5.99 7+

978-0-19-276817-9 Progress with Oxford: Numbers Age 7–8 Paul Hodge June 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276829-2 Progress with Oxford: Shapes and Measuring Age 7–8 Sarah Snashall June 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276832-2 Progress with Oxford: Time and Money Age 7–8 Debbie Streatfield June 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276841-4 Progress with Oxford: Grammar, Punctuation and 
Spelling Age 7–8 Jenny Roberts June 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276838-4 Progress with Oxford: Handwriting Age 7–8 Fiona Tomlinson June 2019 PB £3.99 7–8

978-0-19-276835-3 Progress with Oxford: English Age 7–8 Fiona Undrill June 2019 PB £5.99 7–8

NOVEMBER 2018

ISBN TITLE AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR PUB MONTH FORMAT PRICE AGE QUANTITY

978-0-19-277151-3 My Best Short Story in 500 Words Christopher Edge November 2018 PB £4.99 6–8

Make reading simple!

Help your child’s learning with an exciting new range of levelled readers.

S TA G E

First steps
1

I am starting to use letter sounds to read simple words

S TA G E

Early reader
2

I can use letter sounds to read simple words and short sentences

S TA G E

Growing reader
3

I am starting to read more words and longer sentences with less help

S TA G E

Gaining confidence
4

I sometimes read by myself, and I can read lots of everyday words

S TA G E

Becoming independent5
I can read and enjoy a whole story by myself

S TA G E

Independent reader
6

I can read and understand longer chapter books by myself

Clear 

navigation  

of the reading 

journey—next 

steps are  

easily visible

Six clear  

stages from  

first steps to 

independent  

reader

More titles 

available

www.readwithoxford.com

Clear 

descriptions 

explain each 

stage

THE DEMON HEADMASTER  
IS BACK

GILLIAN CROSS

4@OUPChildrens www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk
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 gluefold and glue

Don’t forget to cut small holes in the centre of each lens to see through!

OUT  
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          @OUPChildrens
www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk

What would YOU do 
if you were in charge?
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More BRILLIANT books by 

 this way 

Some questions to think about:

• How would you implement 
your new laws?

• What do you think would happen 

if the law was real?

• Why do you think kids might come 

up with better laws than adults?

1.

2.

3.

On a visit to the US, 
things take a strange 

turn for twelve-year-old 
Ajay when, completely 

at random and totally by 
accident, he’s sworn in as 

the new president.

If you were president for a day, 

what three laws would you pass?

ACCIDENTALPRESIDENT_ACTIVITY 2.indd   1
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Create a cut-out mobile of Steve and his friends swimming in the air!
Create a cut-out mobile of Steve and his friends swimming in the air!
Create a cut-out mobile of Steve and his friends swimming in the air!
Create a cut-out mobile of Steve and his friends swimming in the air!

The almost-true story of Steve, the very scary fish

Create a cut-out mobile of Steve and his friends swimming in the air!
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Instructions: 

1. Colour in Steve and all his fi shy friends.

2. Cut out each sea creature carefully (ask an   

 adult to help you cut along the dotted lines).

3. With the help of an adult, pierce a hole in   

 each cut-out character.

4. Thread a long piece of string or ribbon   

 through each hole, and tie a knot so it stays  

 in place.

5. Tie all of the pieces of string together at the  

 top, and hang them over any object to make  

 a fi sh-tastic ocean mobile! 

SteveTerroroftheSeas_A4ActivitySheet_June18_Final.indd   1

29/06/2018   09:47

1www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk

@OUPChildrens
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Half BEE. 
Half BOY.
Melvin Meadly is . . . 

‘A bee -rilliant 
read from 

bee -ginning 
to end’
Nick Sharratt 

BEEBOY BOOKMARK.indd   1 12/02/2018   12:04

Also available

Display material 
and costumes
For costume enquiries and to 
request promotional material, 
please contact the Children’s 
Marketing Department at 
tradepublicity.uk@oup.com

Half vampire, 
half fairy, 

totally unique!

Artwork by Harriet Muncaster

Prices and specifications
The specifications in this catalogue—including price, format, page extent, number of illustrations, and month of 
publication—were as accurate as possible at the time the catalogue went to press, but may be subject to change.



Orders and enquiries:

Tel. +44 (0) 1536 452640
Fax +44 (0) 1865 313470 

Email trade.orders.uk@oup.com

Light 

the

spark!

Your next steps
Visit our website: 
oxfordchildrens.co.uk

Follow us on social media: 

  @OUPChildrens

Fire up the imagination of every child with great stories, wonderful dictionaries, 

and engaging learning resources to launch a lifelong voyage of discovery.

Further information
Get the latest catalogues, leaflets, and 
information on all children’s titles from:

Children’s Sales & Marketing Department
Oxford University Press
Education Division
Great Clarendon Street
Oxford OX2 6DP

Tel. +44 (0)1865 353319
Email tradepublicity.uk@oup.com
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Front cover artwork  
© Sandra Dieckmann, from  

The Girl with the Shark’s Teeth

Back cover artwork © Harriet Muncaster, 
from Isadora Moon Has a Sleepover


